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ABSTRACT
More and more embedded systems operate in safety-critical areas and have to cope with destructive agents present at their
mounting spaces. As a result, dependability has become an objective of major importance. In this work, an automatic costaware embedded system-level design methodology is presented
that contributes a) effective dependability analysis techniques,
b) the usage of dependability-increasing methods, and c) the integration of the investigated techniques in a state-of-the-art design space exploration approach. Using a model-based design
paradigm, the work at hand is applicable to several embedded
domains like, e.g., SoC, MPSoC, networked embedded system,
and ECU network design.
1. INTRODUCTION
Embedded systems typically consist of many interconnected processing units, e.g., homogeneous or heterogeneous MPSoCs, automotive and avionics ECU networks, etc. These systems work
in safety-critical areas where high demands for dependability,
i.e., reliability and safety, have to be fulfilled. Additionally, there
is a trend towards an integration of embedded systems near sensors and actuators to decrease wiring cost and make use of currently unused mounting spaces. As a consequence, these systems have to cope with more and more destructive agents. Another challenge is the increasing complexity of embedded systems that have to carry out several applications in parallel. Embedded system-level design aims to optimize the system implementation with respect to several objectives like monetary costs
or performance, while stringent constraints like maximum loads
on processing and communication resources, or the maximum
usage of space are respected.
2. CONTRIBUTIONS
The work at hand presents a design methodology at system-level
with the goal of a cost-aware dependability increase for embedded systems. The methodology rests upon a model-based design paradigm: The system specification is given in a graphbased manner, i.e., the application, the available architecture,
and a mapping relation between these two are represented as
graphs with nodes modeling tasks and resources, edges modeling data dependencies and communication possibilities, respectively. This work contributes effective dependability analysis
techniques, the automatic utilization of dependability-increasing
techniques, and the integration of the developed methods in a
state-of-the-art design space exploration approach.
Dependability Analysis. Previous approaches introducing
analytical automatic dependability analyses for embedded system design assume a series-parallel system structure. This cannot be assumed in case of resource sharing and more complex
system structures as induced by many dependability-increasing
methods. To solve this problem, this work presents effective
symbolic analysis techniques: Based on developed construction
rules, Boolean functions are used to represent the structure function ϕ. The structure function is the most general model of a
system that allows to determine whether a system is working
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Fig. 1. An implementation with a multiple binding of task t2 and
the BDD encoding the structure function of the implementation
in case a defect of resources is considered only.
properly or failed, respectively, in a given state. The developed approach efficiently encodes ϕ as Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) and makes use of their capability of a compact
representation of Boolean functions. Due to the special graphbased structure of the BDDs, a methodology based on a special
decomposition scheme is proposed to efficiently derive desired
dependability-related measures. The unique characteristic of this
approach allows the usage of arbitrary reliability functions and,
thus, enables to model complex system behaviors like, e.g., aging and wear. The complete analysis flow is presented in detail
in [6, 5]. The proposed analysis technique is not only applicable
for different types of redundancy, but has also been extended to
model the usage of majority voters [18]. An extension of the
analysis approach covers the effect of graceful degradation scenarios on the dependability, cf. [1]. Graceful degradation describes the shutdown of low-priority applications in favor of essential applications in case of defects. Another enhancement of
this approach allows to determine upper bounds for online algorithms that exhibit self-x properties from the organic computing
area [4]. The developed analysis techniques have been publicly
released as the JR ELIABILITY library [2].
Dependability-Increasing Techniques. A novel concept developed in this work is called multiple binding [5], as illustrated
in Fig 1. While former approaches bind each task of the application exactly once, this approach features the possibility to
activate several mapping edges. Although simple at first glance,
multiple binding enables to exploit several dependability-increasing
techniques in the synthesis process. On the other hand, it requires sophisticated analysis techniques and design space exploration approaches to cover the considerably larger search space.
Multiple binding allows the usage of arbitrary redundancy
strategies like hot and cold spares or functional redundancy, cf. [6].
Due to resource sharing, idle capacities are used to place other
task instance on a resource in a cost-aware way. By using hierarchical models, introducing redundancy on different levels of
abstraction is enabled. Note that multiple binding avoids costly
multiplications of complete resources or subsystems including
their tasks. Moreover, the deterministic system behavior enabled by the static binding of redundant task instances that can
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ation date is the end of this year. The work at hand has neither
been presented at DAC PhD-Forum, DATE PhD-Forum or ASPDAC PhD-Forum. The following papers have been authored or
co-authored but are not referenced in the previous PhD-abstract:
[8, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16]
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